We are Trint. We go beyond
automated transcription
using AI to provide the
world’s most innovative
platform for searching,
editing, collaborating and
getting the most out of your
audio and video content.

Beyond
transcription

KEY FEATURES
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Easy Upload: Drag and drop audio
and video files into Trint
The Trint Editor: Trint’s web-based
editing platform lets users polish AIgenerated transcripts to perfection
iOS Mobile App: Lets users record
interviews and meetings on their
iPhone and upload and collaborate
from anywhere
Searchable Content: When files
are transcribed, you’re left with a
searchable archive of all your audio
and video files
Multiple Languages: Available
in three English accents (US, UK &
Australia) and 12 other languages
(including French, German &
Spanish)

The Trint Editor glues the original audio to the text on the screen,
making content instantly searchable and easy to verify

BUILT FOR ENTERPRISE
API for Enterprise integration
Single Sign On: Seamlessly
integrate corporate email systems
into Trint
Enterprise Dashboard: Create
internal teams for sharing and
collaboration, monitor usage,
designated administrators control
access

TRINT FOR PREMIERE
Seamless integration into Adobe®
Premiere Pro® software video
editing platform

Secure Data: No one sees your
data but you, ISO/IEC 27001 forms
the bedrock of our security

Reach Multiple Platforms: Quickly
and effortlessly transcribe audio and
video files, making it easy to distribute
content to multiple platforms at the
same time, including social, digital, TV
and radio, audio, video, and print
Export Formats: VTT + SRT (for
captions); M
 S Word (text); EDL (edit
decision list)
Custom Enterprise Plans
Available: Contact us

“As a reporter I spent thousands
of hours of my life transcribing.
I often dreamed of something
that w
 ould make it easier. Trint
does just that. I think of it as
transcription relief.” - Jeff Kofman
Jeff is an Emmy award winning
journalist and worked for
nearly 30 years as a reporter,
foreign correspondent and war
correspondent for ABC, CBS and
CBC News.
During his time as a journalist, he
estimates he manually transcribed
thousands of hours of interviews,
speeches, lectures and news
conferences.

USERS

TRINT

“I don’t endorse many products but not many help journalists like
@TrintHQ. Transcribes video. Load
it up - sit back. Jaw dropping.”

“This has not only saved me hours of
tedious work, but it has allowed me to
really make the best of every segment
I do.”

Al Tompkins
Poynter Institute for Media Studies

Ignacio Torres
Nightline, ABC News| New York

“WOW! Absolutely AMAZING. I shot
the video interviews. Sound was very
good. I outputted audio files and
used Trint. For speakers who speak
clearly and without too many stops
and starts this software was close to
FLAWLESS”

“For us, Trint is one of the fastest
and cheapest ways to get high
quality transcripts. Its greatest
added value lies in the intuitive
editing tool that combines the audio
file with the associated text.”
Joel Kaczmarek 
Editor-in-chief/podcaster, Digital Kompakt

Trustpilot
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For more information contact
hello@trint.com

@TrintHQ

